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Hostage negotiator
to speak on crisis

BRIEFLY
Campus
Event* In the Amanl:
Tonight two cultural
awareness discussions will
be hosted by two separate
student organizations.
At 7 in the Amani, Clyde
Hughes, general assignment reporter, for The
Toledo Blade and co-worker
Rhonda Sewell will be part
of a NAACP panel discussion. Tonight's topic is
"Blacks in the Media."
The majority of the program will be devoted to
questions and answers, said
NAACP chapter president
Andrea Tanner, adding all
races are welcome.
At 8, the Black Student
Union is sponsoring a
speech by Paul Shahied Hasan (formerly Paul X.
Moody) as part of the
monthly Black Pride and
Consciousness sessions.
Hasan is expected to discuss his 1977 Bowling Green
rape conviction — in which
he believes he was unjustly
convicted.

by Jennifer Taday
staff writer

State
Reservists on alert:
The U.S. Coast Guard Reservists in Cleveland was
placed on alert Tuesday for
deployment to the Middle
East, a Coast Guard release
said.
The alert affects about 100
members of the Coast
Guard Reserve's Port Security Unit.
They are to report to the
Coast Guard base off Lake
Erie in downtown Cleveland
today. From there, the unit
will board buses for Camp
Perry, O., where they will
receive training before
heading overseas, the Coast
Guard said.
The reservists will provide security to port facilities in support of Operation
Desert Shield,, the U.S. military operation in the Persian Gulf in response to
Iraq's invasion of Kuwait,
the release said.
Coast Guard reservists in
Buffalo, N.Y., and Milwaukee have already been
deployed.
Earlier this week, two
Ohio National Guard truck
units were placed on alert
for possible deployment to
the Middle East.

Nation
A 'flare' for attention:
A woman locked in the
trunk of a moving car in Petaluma, Calif, threw emergency flares through a tailfight hole and waved what
appeared to be a white sock
to attract attention, officials
said.
The man driving the car,
who refused to give his
name, was arrested Monday for investigation of kidnapping, a Sonoma County
Sheriff's Department
spokesman said.
The victim's name was
being withheld, officials
said.

Weather
Mostly sunny:
Today, mostly sunn
;55to60.Tconighft,
clear.
Lows 40 to
45. Thursday, mostly sunny.
Highs 65
to70.

T

compiled from local and
wire reports

■O News/ Greg Horvath

Scale Dome

On a recent (all morning, workers from Trlsco System Co. o( Lima, O., scaled the dome ot the Islamic
Center of Toledo located In Perrysburg. The building restoration specialist made repairs to the cracks
In the dome by applying an alastmarlc coating. The work was part of a $1.3 million restoration and
expansion project.

—

House emergency session
urged for Gulf policy vote

WASHINGTON (AP) - Key senators in both
parties asked President Bush on Tuesday to convene an emergency session of Congress for what
Republican leader Bob Dole called a "put-up-orshut-up" vote on administration policies in the
Persian Gulf.
The White House quickly opposed the idea as unnecessary. "There is no war," said presidential
press secretary Marlin Fitzwater.
Senate Democratic Leader George Mitchell also
showed little enthusiasm for the idea. He said that
a special session would be justified only if the
president makes a decision to go to war and that
Bush's moves so far amount only to threats.
Sen. Sam Nunn, the Georgia Democrat who
chairs the Senate Armed Services Committee, said
"Congress ought to speak on this subject" before
any offensive military action by the United States.
Dole and House GOP Leader Robert Michel of Illinois had lunch with Bush at the White House to
discuss whether to call Congress back to vote on
what could amount to a declaration of war.
Afterward, Michel sought to calm congressional

fears. "The president is not itching for a tight and
he is not trigger happy," Michel said, adding that
White House policy remains one of keeping up
pressure on Iraq to withdraw from Kuwait.
On whether Congress should reconvene to debate U.S. gulf policy, he said only, "If it's necessary, it's necessary."
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., added his
voice to those calling for a special session.
"President Bush's escalation of the confrontation has put the country on a headlong course
toward war without giving sanctions a fair chance
to work," he said. "Silence by Congress now is an
abdication of our constitutional responsibility and
an acquiescence in war."
Asked whether war is inevitable, Kennedy said,
"I hope it would not be. I fear that it is."
Dole and Sen. Richard Lugar, a senior Republican member of the Foreign Relations Committee,
said Bush should call the emergency session to
give lawmakers a vote on administration actions
D See War, page 5.

Russia, USSR split powers
by Bryan Bnimlcy
Associated Press writer
MOSCOW — In a major step

toward ending the paralysis of
power in the Soviet Union, Boris
Yeltsin said Tuesday he and Mikhail Gorbachev have agreed to
divide authority between the central government and his Russian
federation.
The two agreed to appoint
commissions of their Cabinet
ministers to allocate the authority and property of the national
government and the Russian parliament, which emerged as a
rival for power after Yeltsin was
elected to the newly created post
of Russian president in June.
"Russia has chosen its path and

If

is on its way," Yeltsin told Russia's parliament in the most detailed account yet of his watershed, four-hour meeting with the
Soviet president on Sunday.
During the meeting, as recounted by Yeltsin, Gorbachev made
major concessions to arrest the
disintegration of the Soviet
Union, made up of 15 republics,
most of them restive as they
yearn for more independence.
"We are starting the process
that should have started after we
passed our declaration" of Russian sovereignty in June, Yeltsin
said.
Gorbachev has issued no detailed public comments on the
meeting Sunday, although he did
tell senior military officers Tuesday that aft.T a ' ,ubst--*ive

exchange" with Yeltsin, "I am
confident that both the center and
the Russian leadership will act in
a spirit that meets the interests of
our multinational state and all its
peoples," the state news agency
Tass reported.
Gorbachev did not comment on
the strongest claim by Yeltsin,
that the Soviet president had
agreed to "a new system of state
Sjwer: the formation of a coalion government of national unity
in which the candidates for
several posts would be proposed
by the Russian parliament.
In the Russian legislature,
Yeltsin was greeted with laughter
and applause when he said he 'did
not ask for many posts, just three
— prime minister, defense and
finances."

Within the past two weeks, four
American hostages in Iraq were
released due to peaceful negotiations between American citizens
and Iraqi government officials.
One man involved in these negotiations, Tarek El-Heneidy,
will be speaking tonight at the
University at 7 in 112 Business
Administration on the conflict between the Palestinians and Israelis, as well as the Gulf crisis. A
native of Egypt, El-Heneidy, recently returned from a nine-day
peace mission to Baghdad with
the Fellowship of Reconciliation [
FOR], a peace activist organization.
El-Heneidy said 20 people, representing 18 United Slates cities,
were seeking non-military solutions for the Gulf crisis.
"We spoke to the second in
command, Taha Yassin Ramadin
[of Iraq] and we also spoke to the
deputy minister of foreign affairs, Hadum Doun Nizar," he
said. "We didn't speak to the first
in command [Hussein] because
we didn't go over as a government agency, [but] rather U.S.
citizens."
John Merriam, associate
professor of political science and
personal friend of El-Heneidy,
said El-Heneidy has made numerous trips to the West Bank
and the Gaza in the Middle East.
Other members of ElHeneidy's group included Bishop
Michael Kenny and the Director
of the FOR, Douglas Hostetter,
who are opposed to an unconditional withdrawal of the Iraqis
from Kuwait, but are in favor ot a
peaceful resolution, he said.
"This group did achieve the
release of four American detainees during negotiations with
^officials," Merriam said,
leneidy said President
^Je Bush is requesting an increase of American soldiers deployed to the Persian Gulf from
250.000 to 400,000.

"A lot of deaths are going to
occur and we should not sit back
and accept this and wait till the
last gun is fired," he said.
Merriam estimated in the first
two months of fighting, 45,000
American lives will be lost, which
is as many as were lost during 10
years in the Vietnam War.
"If we go to war, we will be
taking 100,000 Americans home in
body bags," he said. "I think
peace is worth giving a chance."
Peaceful communication between representatives is a possible solution, El-Heneidy said.
Merriam said one solution discussed was an international
peace conference, which would
place the issues "on the table."
"I don't think war is inevitable," he said. "[Iraqi leader Saddam] Hussein can back off and
use the international peace conference as a justifiable means for
pulling out ot Kuwait."
El-Heneidy said war should not
be an option for the government
and is not wanted by the Iraqi or
American citizens.
A people-people exhange occurred during El-Heneidy's recent visit to Baghdad, and the
emotions and the horrors of the
effects of war were discussed, he
said.
"The attack would not be on our
shores — it's on theirs, it's not our
oil — it's theirs, it's not our land
— it's theirs," El-Heneidy said.
Merriam said the destruction of
Iraq is not in the best interest of
the United States because it
would leave Iran as the most
powerful country in the Middle
East. "Do we really want that?,"
he said.
"We just need to cut Hussein
down to size," Merriam said.
El-Heneidy said non-violent solutions need to be sought and this
is the time for people to be heard
by our representatives.

"Our country is not in an economic situation to allow our people to eat out of tin cans in 100 degree weather in the middle of a
desert," he said. "I don't think
Since the original deployment this was our government's-intenof troops to the Gulf, only one tion when the crisis began."
element has changed and it is not
the strategic location of armies,
Pi Sigma Alpha, a political scibut rather the seriousness of the ence honorary organized ElHeneidy's speech.
situation, he said.
The International Relations
"My assessment of why addi- Organization and the political
tional people have been sent over science department sponsored
to the Gulf is because officials the speech.
recognize what the number of
casualties will be and what the
A reception will follow which
minimum number of ground will give students a chance to disforces are needed," El-Heneidy cuss their concerns with Elsaid.
Heneidy.

Group offers
Asian support
by Marvin C. Brown
staff writer
ID order to give voice and visibility to Asians and Asian Americans on campus, Asian faculty members have formed a new organization — Asian Communities United.
The ACU is the first organization since the Asian Roots Committee —formed in the late 1970s — to offer support to Asians and
Asian Americans, said Errol Lam, reference librarian and an
ACU member.
"There is certainly a need for this organization," he said, noting that Asians, like other minorities suffer from stereotypes.
A major objective of ACU is to dispel the "model minority"
myth on campus. Delia Aguilar, assistant professor of ethnic
studies and ACU founder, said.
The myth concerns stereotyping all Asians as intelligent,
Aguilar said. The myth has caused Asians to become an "overrepresented minority," which are no longer viewed as a minority"The myth is used to taunt blacks and Hlspanics," Aguilar
said. "The purpose seems to be to divide people of color.
"It says to them. 'If [Asians] can make if. why haven't you?'
But Asians haven't made it," she added.
Issues of interest to the ACU include the exclusion of Asian
Americans from the University's funding for minority groups,
and the recruitment and retention of Asian-Asian American students, faculty and staff, she said.
The ACU also will plan cultural and academic programs, including films, educational forums and informational networking
for job opportunities.
D See Aston, page 5.
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Editorial
USG officer's
pay disputable
In October, our Undergraduate Student Government president justified his full tuition stipend by
characterizing the University as behind most other
state universities.
Really? It seems to us that it depends at which
schools you look.
It was argued that student government officials at
large schools like The Ohio State University, the University of Southern California and Florida State University receive sizable stipends.
Perhaps they do. But what about fairer comparisons, like other Mid-American Conference schools?
No member of Ohio University's student government — including its president — receives a salary at
all.
Their student government has essentially the same
duties as our USG, plus the important responsibility of
monitoring a completely student-run committee which
awards funding to all student organizations. But their
president does not receive a dime.

Approaching the other extreme, all nine individuals
of Kent State University's student senate receive full
tuition waivers for their services. As good as this
sounds, KSU's student senate is not a fair comparison.
The group distributes $400,000 to Kent State's student organizations, and polices them to make sure the
funding is not being abused — a much greater role
than our USG plays.
As for our MAC neighbor in the next county, the
University of Toledo student government president
receives about $1,100 for room and board expenses
each quarter — not full tuition, room and board, as we
were told by USG.
UT's student president's responsibilities are sizable,
however. He oversees the operation of several not-forprofit student services and a $75,000 budget, including
a typing room, escort service, candy counter and the
"Rocket Press" copying service.
Perhaps OU's student body president deserves a stipend. Or, maybe KSU's senators are a little overpaid.
The real question for us, and one that all University
undergraduates need to answer, is what does our student body president deserve?
The USG president now receives about $2,300 for his
services. Bowling Green city council representatives
earn only $3,000 for 12 months of work. These are citizens who enact real legislation which affects everyone
in this city.

As official as USG tries to sound, no piece of legislation it passes carries any legal standing. Resolutions
— whether supportive of the constitutional rights of
arrested students or homophobic, discriminatory
campus institutions — are not worth the paper on
which they are written.
This is not to say that we do not support USG. It
would be great if the Board of Trustees was forced to
vote on USG proposals — this is the issue our Faculty
Senate has been fighting over, and justly. It is disgraceful how small a voice University students have in
the affairs of their own school.
But as it stands, USG is more or less a clearing
house for University committee appointees. The
government's main power lies in its ability to appoint
members to dozens of key committees including the
City University Relations Committee, Advisory
Committee on General Fee Allocations and the Board
of Student Publications.
We agree that our USG president and vice president
put in long hours in performing their duties. It would
be a shame if a qualified student could not be USG
president because of financial instability.
But long hours are the unfortunate side-effect of
working to better your school in any capacity. Freddy
and Fneda Falcon, Sic Sic and University Activities
Organization leaders do not receive full tuition.
What makes USG more deserving?

USG stance on
ROTC unsound

Adapted from a letter to the
Undergraduate Student Government;
On Monday, Oct. 22, a majority
of you voted to support ROTC's
continued presence on this campus, in opposition to a Graduate
Student Senate resolution calling
for a ban on ROTC. I speak now to
that majority.
Before I express my opinions
on the outcome of your decision, I
wish to offer my gratitude and

Guest
Column
by
Michael
Albert

1990: a tale of two BG coaches
Falcon sports fans will remember this academic year as
the climatic final chapter to a tale
of two coaches.
The story began in 1966 when
Moe Ankney was hired to replace
the successful Denny Stolz as
football coach and Jim Larranaga was signed to take over for
the retired John Weinert as basketball coach. Since that time,
Ankneys football teams have fallen apart. Larranaga's basketball teams have improved exponentially.
Ironically, the coaches, currenUy heading in opposite direcUons, had similarities upon arriving In Bowling Green. Moe Ankney Journeyed from Pacific 10
elite Arizona. Coach Jim Larranaga traveled from Atlantic Coast
Conference basketball powerhouse Virginia.
Both men were young assistants on the rise, carrying impressive resumes and looking to
BG for the opportunity to move
up the golden coaching ladder.
Both also knew the risks of failure at a Mid-American Conference school.
"The MAC used to be a conference where a coach could come in
and make a name for himself,
like Bo [Schembechler] or Bill [
Mallory ], but now it is a conference where you have to fight like
hell to survive," Ankney said.
The MAC either can be a

5:15

springboard for the successful or
a graveyard for the unsuccessful.
Glen Mason resurrected the
Kent State football program
which was considered the worst
in Division I-A in the early 1980s
and moved on to the Big Eight.
Rick Majerus recruited some
major talent and showcased Ball
State basketball as another Indiana hoops power. He moved up

Cod and
Man at
Bowline
Green
by
Scott
Gerlnger
to the Western Athletic Conference.
Conversely. Dan Simrell failed
to take Toledo to the California
Bowl and literally disappeared
off the face of Division I-A earth
after his firing.
"You do your best and forget
the rest." he said. Ankney mayoe
able to forget, but Falcon fans are

left with the debris of a 3-5-2
team.
But if Ankney ended his BG career with a whimper, then Larranaga certainly will end his with
a bang.
Larranaga heads a senior-led
squad on the court this season,
which has been picked by every
respectable sports analyst as the
best of the MAC and an NCAA
tourney lock.
As BG slices and dices inferior
MAC foes, the media will continue to take notice and rumors will
flySports fans can imagine the ultimate hype. It's Jan. 28, and
you've just settled down to catch
ESPN's triple header: Big Monday. This Monday features Corruption U., just put on a two-year
probation and sporting a losing
record. The current coach is on
the hot seat, preparing to bail out.
This is the setting tor which a
certain bald-headed, one-eyed,
basketball- whacko lives. Out
Jumps Dick Vitale from your TV
screen screaming and babbling.
"Ohhhh, Corruption U., I've got
a gem for you!!! Jimmy Larranaga has got his Falcons slammin'
and jammin' up at the band box
Anderson Arena! You beard it
here first baby! He's moving on
to Corruption U!"
And the speculation [or circus]
begins. But BG Athletic Director
Jack Gregory said Larranaga is

signed to a long-term contract
and hopes he would honor that
contract.
"We're concerned about
coaches leaving," he says. "We
hope to have Jim here a long
time."
Noway.
This man is BIG TIME. If he
can recruit good talent to this
campus' 5,000-seat cubical, at a
large university, he could recruit
to a national championship.
Thus, the tale ends in a paradox
for Falcon athletics followers. If
the BG athletic director hires a
poor coach, he immediately must
Ore the coach because the purpose of the team is to win and
produce support for non-revenue
sports. If the AD hires a good
coach, he immediately leaves for
"greener" pastures.
The end result is mediocrity on
the field and apathy in the stands.
Consistency at a MAC school is
futile because the conference is
simply a crossroads for coaching
careers. People move up and on
or down and out.
Everyone feels for the plight of
Moe Ankney, but save some sympathy for Jack Gregory. He will
be the one who has to deal with
the tale of two coaches again in
five years with no solution in
sight.
Scott Gerlnger is a stall columnist for The News.

—iy J.A. Holmgren

support to USG for your official
condemnation of the "violent and
intimidating acts" which occurred on National Coming Out
Day. However, I also strongly
feel that you, yourselves, have
committed an act against the gay
and lesbian community more
heinous and degrading than any
ripped banners, torn ribbons or
even threats — It is called hypocrisy.
I must take pause to echo many
of the sentiments previously expressed in support of ROTC. It is
a valuable program in many respects. I am not here to suggest
that its members and staff at the
University necessarily reflect the
same homophobia that is institutionalized by the U.S. Department of Defense policies.
It is my fervent belief that if the
issue were not one of sexual
orientation — if African Americans of Jews or Hispanics were
the groups targeted for discrimination by ROTC and or the De-

partment of Defense, there would
be no issue. You would not have
tolerated racism, sexism or religionism. Why, then, did you turn
your heads to homophobia?
USG, you have sent a clear
message to the 10 percent of your
constituents who are gay men
and lesbians. You have told them
that the locked doors they face
are not worthy of the same outrage you would have expressed
on behalf of any other minority.
You told them they are not worth
the fight.
All this having been said, there
still remains the issue of whether
we should cast aside all the good
ROTC does, simply because they
follow orders over which they
have no personal control, but
which they are bound to obey. My
answer is that there is no such
thing as opposing discrimination
within limits. One either opposes
it, or does not.
The Lesbian and Gay Alliance
urges USG to consider another
bill which would further clarify
your previously passed legislation. You have already denounced intimidation of and discrimination against gays. You
have also expressed you support
for ROTC. If is time to put contingencies on that support.
Give the Department of Defense and the U.S. Congress time
to alter their policy decisions.
Four years should allow the military bureaucracy ample time to
reconsider its position and also
allow students currently enrolled
at the University under ROTC
scholarship to complete their education unimpeded. If the Department of Defense refuses to
end its discrimination in four
years, then it has no place on our
campus.
It Is not enough to say you oppose bigotry. In the final analysis, your actions will speak louder
than your words.
Michael Albert
psychology
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LETTERS
Let US remember thOSe in Saudi Arabia

:
.
.

'

Editor, The News;
To those of you that this doesn't concern, bear with me, but to those
that it does, please think.
I recently started a support group for relatives and friends of those
serving in Saudi Arabia. We have been meeting regularly to try to find
something we can do to show our support for these men and women,
and to help ourselves with the stresses of being without them at the
same time.
But last weekend I was very angered to find a group of obnoxious
drunken people outside ripping the red, white and blue and yellow ribbons off our trees and wearing them as headbands. Maybe they were
drunk, but does that give them an excuse to be ignorant and disrespectful? I tried to tell them that those ribbons were put there for a
reason, but they obviously didn't care.
Does anyone care? I wonder. Now that it isn't front page news every
day, no one seems to be bothered with it. Unless they are constantly
reminded of it, people will just forget. Most people here seem to be in
blissful ignorance.
Did you know that many businesses in America are owned by Kuwait? If they fall, so do we. And we will be taken over by a man like
Saddam Hussein.
Do any of you really want that? And that isn't even all of it. There is
so much we're not told and so much we don't want to know because it
might upset our happy lives. We can't afford to ignore this situation,
switch the TV channel and pretend it's not happening.
I just feel disappointed that these soldiers in Saudi Arabia are trying
to defend some others here who don't give a damn.
Jennifer Postance,
junior RTVF major

Licensed murder not for this student
An open letter to President Bush:
Dear President Bush,
I am a twenty-six-year old graduate student, and being on a college
campus, I hear much talk about the Persian Gulf. Much of the discussion, especially since your decision last week to send enough troops to
open offensive military options, includes hushed references to "the
draft" and "What if we go to war." I am writing to you openly to say—
clearly and emphatically — that I will not fight.

Columnists and reporters in the newspapers, disc jockeys and songs on WIOT in the past seven months without a single phone call from
you, I am contemplating never becoming a paying alumnus of BG.
buck, if you intend on making journalism your
Do yourself a favor, Cnu
profession; never forget to ask the 5 W's [Who, What, Where, When
military are strong and long-standing. I am not writing to "get out of" and Why] and How. Your column reflected what happens when you
anything. I publicly write you, Mr. President, because many who are assume!!
younger than I face these questions and accusations, and I must speak
my conscience.
In regards to wanting to vote the Dawnbusters "out of office",
War, declared or undeclared, is organized and sophisticated killing FORGET IT!! They are going to be the "govemors"of Toledo for a
of human beings. Even if we kill every Iraqi citizen, it would not prove long time.
we are right, or more principled or anything else. It would prove that
we can kill more people. That is the lesson of war. I refuse to be inJim Steel
volved in that lesson. I will not kill.
Program Director
Killing is wrong, and you, as President, must understand that it
WIOT Radio
would be by your order that young people would doing this slaying.
P.S. Chuck, we already dropped turkeys from a helicopter last year
You, Mr. President, are a rational man. Your military orders could — Les Nessman came to help.
provoke war, and many young people will obey you. They will be
P.P.S. Thanks for obviously being an avid listener.
killers. Those who kill [and perhaps die] will think they are doing
something good and right and proper for a person to do.
Before you give such an order, understand that my frail love for
humanity and simple conviction that each human being is irreplaceable because of his or her immeasurable value make it evil for me to try
Editor, The News;
to kill another person. I will not fight in the United States armed
On the first day of class professors explain what is expected of each
forces.
student. Most students, including myself, have professors that have
Edward Doughtery,
an attendance policy. These professors' policies state that without a
English
"legitimate" excuse, our absence is not acceptable. This semester, a
couple of my professors who hold an attendance policy have, in fact,
not shown up for class on several occasions. These professors have
missed more classes than the excusable amount allowed for their students. We are paying for our education and it should be the student's
Editor, The News;
In response to the less-than-iournalistic column written by Chuck choice to attend class. When we decide not to attend class we are penaTravis on Nov. 6, I'm offended that you did very little research into the lized, but nothing is done when a professor decides not to show up, and
"Write in Rain Man" campaign. In fact, I bet the only research you he is still getting paid.
might have done was reading The Blade article on Nov. 2. C'mon
Chuck, you're a grad student, you should know that any quah- If these professors are not confident enough in themselves to keep
fied reporter gets the details first, then writes the story. The "Write in students interested and attending without an attendance policy, they
Rain Man" campaign was pure political satire. The campaign would should re-evaluate how they are conducting class. We are not in high
have still happened, but somehow "Jam the Box with Jackhammer" school, so would these professors wake up and see that we need educadidn't sound right. Using the audio cartoon character of Rain Man was tors, not babysitters?
Kimberly Anderson,
simply a reflection of his popularity.
Considering that this is the second National Enquirer type of attack junior liberal studies major

Professors should teach, not babysit

Toledo's WIOT scolds News' Travis

(lu tit tie jfop
Thanksgiving Cards and Gifts
University Union
Hours : Mon. - Fri. 8:00 a.m.-4:45 p.m.
372-2962

Time Is Running Out
Last 3 days
for

senior portraits!
walk-ins accepted.

Appointments are filling fast.
Don't be left outlt
Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by our office at 28 West Hall.
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Smoke Out event to begin

Officers selected
in Panhel election
by Heather Fehy
staff writer

The women of the Panhellenlc Council — after an array of skits — elected their
Executive Board Tuesday
evening.
Adding variety to election
night, the women created
skits to represent their qualities which they could bring
to their positions if elected.
A circus theme was what
newly elected president,
Joan Ashcraft of Alpha Chi
Omega, chose to illustrate
her leadership qualities.
"Without an effective
ringleader, Panhel will be a
circus," she said.
Ashcraft ran against Andrea Beaudoin of Alpha Phi,
who presented a body as her
theme, which would only be
complete if it had all its
parts, as her skit for the
election.
Along with the position of
president there are six other
positions available on the
Executive Board.
■Karen Ravas, Pi Beta
Phi, won the position of vice
president ot membership

development.
■Leslie Green, Alpha Phi,
won the position of vice
president of rush.
■Christine Kendzora, Alpha Phi, won the position of
cabinet director.
■ Rita Schafer, Pi Beta
Phi, won the position of vice
president of rush counselors.
■Mindy Engler, Gamma
Phi Beta, won the position of
secretary.
■Tammy Johnson, Kappa
Delta, won the position of
treasurer.
The outcome of Monday's
Interfraternity Council,
which were not announced
in yesterday's edition of The
BG News are:
■Vice president of rush is
Scott Chamberlain, Phi
Gamma Delta.
■Chapter administrator
is Greg Valandingham,
Kappa Sigma.
■Treasurer is Dan Foreman, Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
■Secretary was elected
however, the winner declined the position and another election will take
place at the next IFC meeting.

American Heart Association helps 'break the habit'

If what happened on your inside
happened on your outside.
would you still smoke?
NOV. 15 THE GREAT AMERICAN SMOKEOUT

This Is a part of an advertisement from the American
Heart Association.

Televised executions possible
by Ray Sotero

!! ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS !!
ROUND II
Alumni Association funds arc available for
undrrgraduaU students Interested In conducting research projects
Further Information and Applications an available
from Research Services
120 McFall Center - or call 372-7714
Deadline is Monday. December 10,1990

Kelly Lothes, a junior preinterpersonal communications
major, said they will hand out
buttons, books and pamphlets
about smoking and survival kits
with tips to stop smoking.

Blem said the support group
also will provide low calorie diet
tips for people concerned about
gaining weight after they stop
smoking.
The American Heart AssociaThe program is free and open to
tion is sponsoring the Great
all University students Tuesdays
American Smoke Out tomorrow
They will also distribute and Thursdays 11 a.m. — 1 p.m.
for smokers tired of making a "stress relievers," such as rub- and Mondays and Wednesdays
butt of themselves.
ber bands and gum.
7:30p.m. —8:30 p.m.
Parker said a person dressed
The Great American Smoke as a cigarette butt will be in front
"The program has been doing
Out is a chance for people who of the Union, passing out fliers awesome," Blem said. "The
smoke to stop smoking for a day, with "quit tips'' for smokers.
amount of people going to the
said Jeanne Wright, health edumeeting has been growing every
cator at health services.
The Wellness Center received a day."
large response for last year's
Wright said a recent study
Wright said the program will event, thanks in part to a raffle, showed 18 percent of college feallow non-smokers to "adopt" a Lothes said.
males smoxe, compared to 10
smoker for 24 hours.
She hopes the large amount of percent of the males.
publicity for this year's event will
She said advertising is targetThis is the fourteenth year the get an even better response.
ing women with ads such as
American Heart Association has
A
Fresh
Start
Smoking
Cessa"You've
come a long way baby."
coordinated the event, Wright
Long term effects suffered by
said. She said 17.9 million smok- tion support group also will be
ers participated nationwide in the offered to people hoping to stop smokers include cancer and
smoking Jackie Blem, senior phi- heart disease. Wright said.
event last year.
losophy major, said.
Representatives from the
She said short term effects in"The emphasis of the support clude heart rate increase, high
Wellness Center will be in the
Union 11:30 a.m. — 1:30 p.m., group is on how to cope with quit- blood pressure, eye irritation, reMike Parker, junior psychology ting and the different methods of duced stamina and yellow stains
quitting," she said.
major, said.
on the teeth.
by Greg Watson
staff writer

Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College Information
Network
SAN FRANCISCO - Should
executions be televised?
That question will have to be
answered in a trial, a federal
judge ruled Friday.
"There does appear to be a
First Amendment issue here,"
U.S. District Court Judge Robert
Schnacke said as he refused to
dismiss a suit brought by a public
television station which wants to
put California's executions on the
air. "I honestly don't see any
rights the convicted murderer

has."
Schnacke tentatively scheduled
the trial for March 25 but added
the case could be heard sooner
should an earlier execution date
be set for any of nearly 300 inmates awaiting death at San
Quentin State Prison.
During a hearing on motions to
dismiss the suit brought by San
Francisco public television
station, KQED, Schnacke said a
recent state Department of Corrections press policy may be too
restrictive.
The policy was issued early last
year shortly before the scheduled
execution of Robert Alton Harris,
which has since been postponed.
The policy prohibits journalists
from carrying any type of writ-

The Great
Philosophical
Questions:

ing, recording or filming equipment into the 50-seat witness area
outside the gas chamber.
KQED, which was not among
the news organizations picked to
witness the execution, sued the
state to allow photographic
coverage under freedom-of-thepress guarantees in the U.S. Constitution.
In addition, the suit asks that
the policy barring journalists
from carrying tools of their trade
be overruled, said station lawyer
William Bennett Turner.
Harris, convicted of the 1978
murder of two San Diego teenagers, had told KQED executives
they could film his execution but
later changed his mind. Harris's
scheduled April execution was
put on hold pending appeal three
days before he was to enter the
gas chamber.
Outside the courtroom Friday,
Turner attacked the state policy
because it unfairly restricted
journalists from using what they
needed to inform the public about
BROWNS FANS

a controversial issue.
When reporters carry cameras
and notebooks, "at least the potential for accuracy is there,"
Turner said.
State Deputy Attorney General
Karl Mayer told Schnacke that
the policy was necessary to ensure security and the safety of the
witnesses, most of whom are not
journalists.
Television and photography
cameras, even illustrations by
print reporters or artists, might
inadvertently portray the face of
a witness with whom a friend or
relative of the executed inmate
may seek retribution, Mayer
said.
Asked whether fully reported
executions, including their
broadcast, would generate debate on capital punishment, and
was thus a reason behind the
state's revised policy, Mayer
there was "no evidence that's a
motive."

BROWNS FANS

BROWNS FANS

3 ATTENTION BROWNS FANS!
Sign up now before
time runs out
for Dec. 2

Cleveland Browns
vs. L.A. Rams
BGSU Theatre presents

Only $29.00, includes
ticket and transportation.
Van leaves at 9:30 a.m.

Vaclav Havel's

The Memorandum
November 8-10 & 15-17 at 8 p.m.
November 11 at 2p.m.
Eva Marie Saint Theatre
Tickets: Adults $6, Students/Sr. Citizens $4
For reservations, call 372-2719

Only 30 spots available - sign up

now in UAO office. 372-2343
BROWNS FANS

BROWNS FANS

nil UND€RGRRDURT€ RND
GRRDURTC STUD€NTS:

TV 27s popular Art Beat explores the
arts and cultural affairs in Northwest
Ohio. Tune in each Wednesday as the
spotlight shines on traditional and
unusual artists and performers.
ART BEAT
Tonight 5:30 & 11:30
WBGU-TV 27

.

Openings ore available in double rooms in
the residence halls for Spring Semester. IP
you want to live On Campus and join the Pun,
call the Office of On-Compus Housing
at 372-2011
or come by
Room 440 of the Student Services
Building!
note there ore a limited number of openings for men, so don't wait!

BROWNS FANS
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Teen pregnancies still high
by Carol J. Castaneda

for Population Options, a national education
group.
And among those struggling to fight the problem
is New York City — where school officials estimate
SO to 80 percent of the teens are sexually active.
Whether such clinics reduce the rate of teen
pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases is
Inconclusive, but there is evidence that suggests it
helps.
A study conducted in Baltimore by the Johns
Hopkins School of Public Health showed teen
pregnancy rates fell when students were supplied
con&aceptives through their clinic.
Such programs, however, are not without
critics, who advocate abstinence.
"Birth control does not belong in high schools
and grade schools," says Judie Brown of the
American Life League, a biblically based nationwide activist group.
"The alternative is to teach our young children
chastity. Virginity is no joke and neither is dying
from AIDS. Sex education betrays both of these."
Schools shouldn't "lead the children down the
wrong path," says Laura Harrison, Talbot, Md.,
school board president. Last month, she successfully blocked a contraceptive distribution program.
Lyclia Bell, 15, a Baltimore ninth-grader agrees.
"If they give out condoms, they're going to put
them on, she says.
Naive advice, says Bill Rostek, 17, and Dave
Posey, 16. With an air of bravado they claim to
have had sexual intercourse before they were 12.

Copyright 1990.USA TODAY/Apple College Information Network
BALTIMORE — On Friday nights, when other
students worry about what movie to see or how to
get to the football game, Yolanda Brown worries
about her 3-month-old daughter, Cierra.
Brown's fate is typical of that among Baltimore
teens, who have led the nation in the proportion of
babies bom to teen-agers. Nearly one of every four
babies in the city was born to a teen-ager in 1968,
the latest year such data was compiled. Experts
say the city's problem hasn't improved much since
then.
Brown, 16, a ninth-grader, became pregnant out
of ignorance, fueled by being "scared to talk to my
mom about it." she says, 'u was scared she was
going to fuss.
Brown's problem is not uncommon. The Centers
for Disease Control has found that for teens in the
United States:
■One out of nine will become pregnant in a year.
■One out of two females have sex between IS
and 19.
■One out of 23 have an abortion yearly.
■Two-and-one-half million acquire a sexually
transmitted disease each year.
These alarming statistics have caused schools
across the USA to fight back by offering contraceptives with sex education. The latest is Baltimore, which in September began offering conIt is for exactly that reason Posey's mother,
doms and birth control pills in seven schools, some
Frances Posey, welcomes clinics.
starting in the sixth grade.
Similar clinics are operating from Cambridge,
Mass., to Portland, Ore., according to the Center
lo N
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Caged for the POWs

Air Force ROTC member Craig Olszewski will be camped-out In a cage covered by a tent In front of
the Union this week to remind students there are still prlsoners-of-war and men mlsslng-ln-actlon.
POW-MIA Week Is noticed once a year by the Air Force ROTC, and usually begins on Veteran's Day.

War
a Continued from page 1.
that Lugar said have put the nation "on a collision
course with Saddam in the gulf.
"I think it ought to be put up to the Congress —
put up or shut up," Dole said. And if they say no,
well, then they say no. And then the president has
to decide whether to go it alone."
Asked if lawmakers would be called back, Dole
said in an interview, "I think we will be. I don't
know when, but in my view it's going to be before
the first of the year."
Dole advocated some similar "declaration of
support and a willingness to commit whatever resources it takes to fulfill the mission." It could be a
simple resolution.
"So long as Saddam Hussein and the rest of the
world have any doubt about the unified resolve of
the United States in this matter, the chances for
miscalculation and tragic mistakes loom much too
large," Lugar said.

Asked whether what he was seeking was a declaration of war under another name, Lugar answered, "That is correct."
Not only would such a vote indicate the support
of Americans for Bush's commitment of force, it
could help persuade allies of U.S. seriousness and
stem what Lugar called "an erosion at the edges"
of the international alliance against Iraq, he said.
"President Bush has set the United States on a
collision course in which Iraq will either withdraw
from Kuwait or be forced to do so by military
means," Lugar said.
At the White House, Fitzwater said of Lugar's
comments, "The question he raises about a declaration of war is hypothetical at this point.... It
presupposes military action... a war that we hope
will not occur."

1-800-332-AIDS
Campus Pollueues
440 6. Court
352-9638
Live Jazz Music!
9-1 Wednesday
$3.00 Spaghetti plate with garlic bread & side salad.

In addition to our
full service salon...
GLEMBY
at

hlmans

PERM WAVES 24

(includes haircut & style)

7

HAIRCUT
NO APPOINTMENTS. Walk in. Sign in. You're next.
We shampoo with every service...NO CHARGE!
Every service Is unconditionally guaranteed.
139 S. Main St.. BG. 2nd Floor 352-5615

Open 7 Days

Asian
D Continued from page 1.
"Our hope is that the community might begin to understand the
problems of Asian and Asian
Americans," Aguilar said.
"[Asians] are subject to racist
and sexist incidents too."
Asians are often said to be
"quiet, non-outspoken and submissive," according to Lam. The
ACU refutes the stereotype.
"We have to be the ones to keep
ourselves visible," he said. "This
organization shows that we can
assert ourselves."
For more information on the
ACU contact Aguilar at 372-7120.

"Boys, you know they're going to do it sooner or
later, so it's best they have protection," she says.
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Elsewhere
Salt not necessarily
TV linked to higher cholesterol cause
of bad health
"The message Is if you cant get your
children to stop watching TV, maybe get
them to exercise more and keep them from
unhealthy food," said Hei, a student at the
University of California, Irvine.
The study of 1,077 suburban Southern
California children demonstrated that television habits are the best clue to identifying children with high cholesterol, said Dr.
Kurt Gold of the University of California,
Irvine, who directed the study.
In families with a history of heart
disease or high cholesterol levels, television habits "facilitated the identification
of nine out of 10 of the children with
cholesterol levels above 200," Gold said.
"It provides another tool to help us identify the many children with elevated blood
cholesterol levels who might otherwise go
undetected."
Pi
Charren, the president of Action
u
for
~ii's Television, blamed televi-

byPatjilUaburn
Anodated Pr«n wrltei

DALLAS — Grade-school children who
watch two hours of television a day are at
increased risk of having high cholesterol
levels, and the risk climbs the more they
watch, researchers said Tuesday.
Children watching television four hours
a day are four times as likely to have high
cholesterol levels as are children who
watch less than two hours, the researchers
reported.
Previous research showed that children
who watched too much television exercised less, were overweight and had bad
diets.
"We made the next step — to look at TV
and cholesterol," said Thomas Hei, who
reported the findings at the annual meeting of the American Heart Association.

sion commercials shown during children's
shows.
"The food messages you get for children
couldn't be worse,' she said.
"We have never sold kids the foods that
anyone wants them to eat We sell candy,
we sell high-fat snacks and we push fastfood restaurants."
The average American child watches 23
hours of television per week, Charren said.
The children in the study who watched
two to four hours of television a day were
average viewers. Hei and Gold found that
the children's risk of having elevated
cholesterol levels was 50 percent higher
than children who watched less than two
hours of television per day.
Nearly all of the chldren in the study
were between ages 2 and 12, with an average age of 7, Hei said. They were mostly
white and upper-middle class, he said.

Cold War arms caches divulged
BRUSSEI.S, Belgium (AP) Stockpiles of weapons and explosives for hundreds of resistance
fighters trained to counter a Soviet invasion have been hidden in
Western European countries
since the start of the Cold War,
officials said Tuesday.
A former Belgian army intelligence official said at least six
arms caches were spread over
the countryside in his nation until
two months ago.
In the Netherlands, a former
Dutch defense minister said large
weapons dumps also existed
there and some were discovered
over the last decade. The
government refused to comment
on whether such caches still
exist.

The respected German newspaper Die Welt said pistols, grenade launchers, explosives and
radios were stored in secret caches for German resistance
fighters. The paper said U.S.
agents masterminded the
Western allies' guerrilla network
in cooperation with intelligence
agencies of various European
countries in setting up what it
called "Operation Gehlen."
"The operation was expanded
to all of Western Europe by 1959,"
including neutral Sweden and
Switzerland, it said. Die
Welt telexed copies of its report in
advance of Wednesday's publication.
The network also was said to
exist in France, Italy and Greece.

Italian Premier Giulio Andreotti brought the clandestine organization, known under the codename Gladio in Italy, to light last
month.
The operation, set up in the
early 1950s during the Cold War,
was designed to be an underground resistance network in
case of a Soviet invasion in
Western Europe. It mostly prepared communication networks,
escape routes and sabotage
plans, officials have said in recent days.
NATO Secretary-General Manfred Woerner, speaking at a conference in Brussels on Monday
night, said he would not comment
on secret security matters involving alliance nations.
But when reminded that Belgian Defense Minister Guy
Coeme said last week that NATO
knew about the operation, Woerner said: "I have no reason to
contradict Mr. Coeme." Woerner's remarks were on RTL tele-
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vision Tuesday night. The Dutch
government, meanwhile, met
with a security committee of the
Parliament to provide details of
the "General Affairs" network
there.
A Dutch source, who spoke on
condition of anonymity, said the
group would have evacuated
most of the government, Queen
Beatrix and her family in case of
an invasion.
In Paris, the newspaper Liberation said the French arm of
the secret network was dissolved
only after disclosures of the Italian operation created a political
controversy. French Defense
Minister Jean-Pierre Chevenement on Monday confirmed
France's involvement in the
project.
The network was dissolved on
presidential orders, he said, declining to specify when the order
was issued. For most of its existence, the group had been "dormant," Chevenementsaid.

»**

by Daniel Q. Haney
Associated Press writer

BOSTON — When the government warned folks a decade ago to eat
less salt, the advice clearly seemed to be a sensible way to lower the
risk of high blood pressure.
Almost instantly, salt became a four-letter word. Anyone who paid
attention to the pronouncements of health organizations and federal
agencies might think a sprinkle of salt was tantamount to a pinch of
poison.
In the years since, millions of dollars quietly have been spent on dozens of research studies. But far from proving that salt Is bad, the
question has never been murkier. In fact, there is no convincing proof
mat eating salt is an important cause of high blood pressure.
Scientists now know a lot more about the link between salt and hypertension — and they are certain of a lot less.
No one is suggesting that people gulp salt by the handful. Moderation makes sense. But on the other hand, many believe those dire nosalt warnings can be taken with, well, a grain of salt.
Despite the skepticism, however, the official advice has not
changed much. Some see no pressing need to amend it, since cutting
down on salt is unlikely to hurt anyone, even if it probably won't help
them, either. Others worry about how to gracefully call off the salt
alert without making the public skeptical about other health edicts, as
well.
"You make these recommendations and the science changes and
you have to be able to back away from them," said John La Rosa of
George Washington University. "You've got to do that in such a way
that you don't destroy your credibility in the process."
Louis Priebe of the industry's Salt Institute thinks even the official
wisdom is beginning to change. "The hardest three words for anyone
to say is, 'I was wrong,' " he said. "But they are coming around."
Here's what's known: About 60 million Americans have high blood
pressure. About half of them are salt sensitive. Eating more salt
makes their blood pressure go up; eating less makes it go down. Virtually everyone agrees that these people need to watch their salt intake.
But what about the rest, the roughly 90 percent of the population
who do not have salt-sensitive high blood pressure? There is no clear
evidence that eating salt is bad for them.
"We are on less solid ground recommending blanket reduction of
salt intake for normotensive people," those with normal blood pressures, said Myron Weinberger of Indiana University. "The evidence is
not available and probably never will be."
John Vanderveen, the Food and Drug Administration's director of
nutrition, agrees. "There is no conclusive evidence that salt consumption causes hypertension. It's only a hypothesis."
In the early 1980s, the evils of salt seemed much clearer. The FDA
and the Department of Agriculture sponsored television ads warning
Americans to beware. "Sodium reduction must remain a general
health goal for our nation," FDA Commissioner Arthur Hull Hayes Jr.
said in 1982.
Virtually every major health organization agreed, and salt reduction became part of nutritional guidelines for all, not just those with
hypertension.
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Saturday, November 17
8 p.m. • Kobacker Hall • BGSU
Tickets: S9, S7, S5 (Students receive a S2 discount)

tvt'#an>'da4iM

To reserve tickets, call 419/372-8171

Heat, water, cooking, and
sewer included
Central air
No pets please

UAO

UAO

Bowling Green

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

Question: What is the game of general
knowledge and quick recall?
|Answer:COLLEGE BOWL-11
Nov. 17-18
Teams of 4 Needed
Sign-ups are right now
in the l^j|$§) office
3rd floor, Union

r NO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

.

UAO

Quantum 90 card accepted after 4 30 for on-campus students'.
Quantum 90 card accepted all day lor olf-campus students

OUT OF POCKET EXPENSE
OUR OFFICE POLICY
IF YOU HAVE QUALIFYING HEALTH INSURANCE
THAT COVERS CHIROPRACTIC CARE, WE WILL ACCEPT WHATEVER YOUR PLAN PAYS AS PAYMENT
IN FULL. YOU DON'T EVEN HAVE TO PAY YOUR
DEDUCTIBLE OR CO-PAYMENT BECAUSE WE ARE
WILLING TO ASSUME THEM. THIS MEANS TREATMENT WONT COST YOU ANYTHING OUT OF YOUR
POCKET.

AFFORDABLE CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC

1072 N. MAIN

Get a team and have some fun!
Any questions call the^©office at 372-2343.
UAO

Located in the University Union

The Fall 1990
ALPHA PHI
PLEDGES
Love
Our Bigs!

Walking distance to Campusc\ough & Mercer

UAO

12:00-2:00 P.M.
11:30-1:30 P.M.
4:30-7:00 P.M.
Il:30-I:30 P.M.

Srrip Steak Spetiol '5.95 odvertised in yesterday's B G news ts for Tuesdays only.

1-800-332-AIDS

are now renting

(419) 352-0164

Friday

THE FACTS
NOT THE
DISEASE

University Courts Apts.
i 1 Bedroom $350
i 2 Bedroom $400
i 9-Month and 12-Month
Leases

Sunday
Mon-Thurs

AIDS
CATCH

&

./"

ALL YOU CAN EAT
SPAGHETTI
$4.25
Hours:

Sponsored by College ol Musical Arts. Ettwic Studies.
Office of Residence Services. Office of Alumni Affairs and
University Activities Organization

University Village

—_!>/i
>r-r

UAO

2 Blk N. of Poa

354-6166
UAO

.

Dr. A. Neumonn, D.C. • Dr. K. Martand. D.C. • Dr. S. Meskk,

D.C.
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Basketball league
Falcons gain win Welch's victories
capture
Cy
Young
forming
in
Midwest
at Cleveland St.
crown over Clemens

The women's volleyball raised its record to 244 Tuesday night
with a three-game sweep over Cleveland State.
The Falcons were never challenged as they won 1W), 1M, 1M.
Tammy Schiller recorded 16 kills and Lisa Mika had 12.
BG's next match will be Friday at 7:30 p.m. against Michigan.

a a a

The women's swimming team will battle Cleveland State at 6
p.m. today in a rare mid-week meet.
CSU (0-1) is coming off a loss to Eastern Michigan-^ team the
Falcons destroyed last weekend 159-130. BG will rely on team
depth to avoid the upset-minded Vikings.
the Falcons will use the mid-week event to work on technique
problems and gain valuable racing experience for the up-coming
weekend when both the men and women will compete on Friday
and Saturday.
Freshman Josie McCulloch will use the meet to hopefully qualify for the NCAA national meet in both the 100 and 200 yard
breaststroke.
The women are currently 3-0 in dual meet competition.

ND's Ismail enters
chase for Heisman
by John Bannon
USA TODAY Apple College Inloimanon Network

Hey, here at Heisman watch,
we guess it's time to put up or
shut up.
Virginia's Shawn Moore and
Brigham Young's Ty Detmer are
statistically better. So is Colorado's Eric Bieniemy.
But the value of Notre Dame's
one-man wrecking crew, Raghib
Ismail, doesn't always show up in
the box score. He's the sport's
consummate showman and invaluable to the No. 1 Irish. And
that's the combination that wins
this election.
SHAWN MOORE, Sr., QB, Virginia - This week: Passes against
a Maryland defense not in the top
50. - Saturday: Mr. Efficiency
goes 16-for-22 for 236 yards and
two IDs. - This season: Still the
nation's leading passer.
TY DETMER, Jr., QB,
Brigham Young - This week:
Takes aim at a Utah secondary
not rated in the top 50. - Saturday:
Hits 35 of 50 for 484 yards, two
TDs and two more of those nasty
interceptions. - This season:
Ranks second to Moore in passing
and second to Houston's David
Klingler in total offense.

RAGHIB ISMAIL, Jr.,
RB/WR, Notre Dame - This
week: Challenges a Penn State
defense ranked eighth overall. g Saturday: High-profile TD and
131 all-purpose yards. - This
season: Up to 10th in all-purpose
yards.
ERIC BIENIEMY, Sr., RB,
Colorado - This week: Runs at a
Kansas State run defense not
rated in the top 50. - Saturday:
Ran 22 times for 148 yards and 1
TD - This season: The man with
the stat recommendations: No. 1
in rushing, No.3 in scoring and
No.4 in all-purpose yards.
YER OUTTA HERE: Houston's David Klingler didn't pass
for 400 yards. He didn't pass for
300. He did throw four to the
wrong-color jersey. He's history... Washington's Greg Lewis, 12
carries for 50 yards, was robbed
of his national TV chance, betrayed by an injured left knee.
TWO CENTS' WORTH: Virginia has the right Moore as its
candidate, but we'd be remiss if
we didn't give a kudo to his sidekick Herman. He has now caught
TD passes in an NCAA-record
nine consecutive games... And
how about Rice QB Donald Hollas? He has the Owls a win
against Baylor away from their
first winning season in 27 years.

by Ben Walker
AP baseball writer

NEW YORK — Bob Welch had
the success, if not the stats, of
Roger Clemens and Dave Stewart. On Tuesday, he got the Cy
Young to go with it.
Welch was the American
League's biggest winner in 22
seasons, going 27-6 for the Oakland Athletics. And wins are what
usually win the award for the best
pitcher.
In a split vote in which no one
was named on all 28 ballots,
Welch got 15 first-place votes and
a total of 107 points. Clemens,
with an earned-run average more
than a full run better than Welch,
was second with eight first-place
votes and 77 points.
Stewart, Welch's teammate,
won 20 games for the fourth
straight season, but again failed
to win the Cy Young. He was third
with three first-place votes and 43
points, followed by record-setting
Chicago reliever Bobby Thigpen,
who got the other two first-place
votes and had 20 points.
Two members of the Baseball
Writers Association in each AL
city voted, and balloting was
completed before the start of the
?layoffs. The National League Cy
bung winner will be announced
Wednesday.
Welch's win total was the
highest in the AL since Denny
McLain won 31 in 1968. Not since
Steve Carlton won 27 for Philadelphia in 1972 had a major
leaguer won that many.
Welch did it with a 2.95 ERA
while pitching just two complete
games —both shutouts — ui 35
starts. In 238 innings, he walked
77, struck out 127, gave up 26
home runs and 214 hits.
Clemens, meanwhile, went 21-6
with a 1.93 ERA at Boston's tiny
Fenway Park. He missed almost
all of the final month with tendinitis, although he did complete seven games, including four shutouts, in 31 starts.
Clemens, a two-time Cy Young
winner, pitched 228 1-3 innings
and struck out 209, walked only
54, gave up just seven home runs
and allowed 193 hits.

Stewart went 22-11 with a 2.56
ERA. He pitched 11 complete
games, four for shutouts, in 36
starts. In 267 innings, he struck
out 166, walked 83, gave up 16
homers and 226 hits.
Stewart finished third in the Cy
Young voting in 1987 after going
20-13, was fourth in 1988 after being 21-12 and was runner-up last
season after going 21-9.
Welch got 10 second-place
votes, three third-places and was
left off one ballot. Clemens also
got 10 second-places, received
seven third-places and was left
off by three voters.
Thigpen, who set a major
league record with 57 saves in 64
chances and had a 1.83 ERA, was
named on 10 ballots. Oakland's
Dennis Eckersley, who got 48
saves in 50 tries and had an 0.61
ERA, received only a pair of
third-place votes.
Welch was the third Oakland
pitcher to win the award, joining
Vida Blue (1971) and Catfish Hunter (1974).
Welch, 34 earlier this month,
broke into the majors in 1978 with
Los Angeles and stayed with the
Dodgers until he went to Oakland
after the 1987 season as part of a
three-way trade that included the
New York Mets.

The loss of Memphis State and
Cincinnati would leave four
schools in the Metro: Louisville,
Southern Mississippi, Tulane and
Virginia Tech. Virginia Tech has
been linked with a possible move
The president of Memphis State to the Atlantic 10 to replace Penn
has said his school is nearing a State which Joined the Big Ten.
decision to leave the Metro Conference and join the new league
Gene Bartow, athletic director
with five other schools including and basketball coach at Alabanoted basketball institutions De- ma-Birmingham, declined talkPaul and Marquette.
ing about the possibility of a new
league. He indicated, however,
Dr. Thomas Carpenter was that he would consider the idea.
quoted in Tuesday s Memphis
Commercial Appeal as saying
"If such a league is formed it
Cincinnati, Alabama- would be good for UAB and good
Birmingham and St. Louis are for the city of Birmingham,"
also headed for the league, affi- Bartow said Monday. UAB is now
liation agreements are being in the Sun Belt Conference.
drawn up and an announcement
on the new conference is expected
Metro commissioner Ralph
soon.
McFillen said Tuesday he has
heard talk about a new basketball
"Any time (schools) allow conference but has been told
those drafts to be drawn up, it nothing of the impending loss of
means they're willing to come on more Metro members.
board, at least that's my assumption,'" lie said.
Metro athletic directors met in
Atlanta last week and tentatively
Word of the Big Midwest comes agreed to begin football competias the Metro Conference deals tion between their schools, McFilwith the recent departures of len said. Another meeting before
Florida State to the Atlantic the end of the month could firm
Coast Conference and South Car- up those plans, he said.
MEMPHIS, Tenn. - There
could be another major basketball conference on the horizon —
the Big Midwest.

In his first two years with Oakland, Welch won 17 games. This
season, he was 3-2 in early May
before ripping off 10 straight victories.
Welch, at 13-3, started the AllStar game and pitched two scoreless innings. After that, he put
together a five-game winning
streak in August and won six of
his last seven decisions.
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352-9302 mm
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Stop by and pick up a listing for
Fall 1991

When you schedule a 15 minute senior
portrait setting, a S6 Oosic sitting fee is
charged to your Oursar account. That's
all. And there is no obligation to buy a
portrait package, although you probably
will.

"5t*.Ai»U'-v \ /
. ■Tlm-aiTM-.V \ .•

ON

"Quality Off-Campus Housing"
113 Railroad St.
(next to Kinko's)

Both will get you in the
1991 KEY yearbook.

y-2S at the door

SERVICE

R.E. MANAGEMENT

Have 15 minutes and a bursar account?

J
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Seniors
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Are The
Answers?
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FALCON FEVER!

^y22 in advance.

olina to the Southeastern Confer-

by Woody Baird
AP sports writer

Also, by scheduling your portrait now, you'll
get to choose which pose goes in the book,
after Jan. 1, you cant. So do it now, by calling
372-8086.

Six bucks won't get you
much today: a small pizza
with a few items or a cheap
T-shirt. Both don't last long.
But $6 will get you
immortalized forever in The
Book, your book.
■.HWN"
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Jiranek's hot start
carries over from
late season success
by Steve Eaaton
•ports wilier

Falcon hockey player Martin
Jlranek and early season games
Just didn't mix the past two
years.
But that isn't the case this
season.
Jiranek's 10
goals in as
many games
lead the BG
hockey team
after two
seasons of
taking a backseat to more esta b1 i sh ed
players.
"I played more of a supporting
role In the past two years," Jiranek said.' *In the past we had the
Parks' and Emersons', but this
year I had to step in and assume
some of the scoring load."
Another factor in Jiranek's rise
to the top of the team's goal scoring ladder is his work in the offseason.
"I had success late in the
season the past two years and the
coaches would tell me to keep
working over the summer," he
said. "This year I did, and I was
ready to play when I came back
to school.
But Jiranek's goals have not
been the meaningless type some
players collect. He has shown the
ability to come through in the
clutch with four game-winning
goals.
His four game-winners have on
a pace to set the Falcon season
record of seven set in 1982-83 by
John Samanski and in 198344 by
Jamie Wansbrogh.
"When I get out there and it's a
4-4 game, I'm really looking to
put that game-winner in," he
said. "It gives me a little extra
boost and gets my adrenaline going. I get really excited about the
competition."

Even last year Jiranek showed
his ability under pressure when
he led the Falcons in post-season
scoring with 10 points (four
goals).
His total? of 27 (9 goals, 18 assists) and 34 points (13 goals, 21
assists) in his freshman and
sophomore seasons were respectable. But not when you consider the amount of scoring he did
at the end of the season.
Last season, Jiranek scored
points in nine of the last 12 games
during which he tallied eight
goals and 10 assists. And in his
eshman year, he had points in
seven of the last 11 games.
Jiranek, a Bashaw, Alb. native,
attributes his early season struggles to the fact that he had to
make adjustments early in the
year.
"In mv freshman year, I had to
get used to the league," he said.
"The CCHA has much quicker
and bigger players than tne junior league I played in.
"You don t have as much time
to think about what to do. I wasn't
as ready as I should have been."
Jiranek's ability to maneuver
around opposing defenders is a
primary contributor to his goal
scoring.

BG N«wi/Paul Vernon
BG center Martin Jiranek skates by Miami defenseman Jaan Luik in the Falcons' 5-4 overtime victory Friday.

"He's always had the unique
ability to play one-on-one
hockey," BG hockey head coach for the Alberta Junior Hockey
Jerry York said. "Since he's ar- League champions in 1987-88. A
rived here he's become physical- reason for Jiranek's talented
ly stronger, his skating has im- skating could be that his father
proved, and I think his snooting is Michael, is Canada's national
at a much better level. This ena- figure skating coach.
bles him to do things that he was
"When I was younger, my
doing at the junior level."
father enrolled me in figure skatJiranek's success at the junior ing classes," Jiranek said. "It
level with the Calgary Canucks helped me a lot on my agility and
was one of the key reasons BG re- in cutting corners."
cruited him. He earned team
York said that along with his
Most Valuable Player honors in
amassing 60 goals and 57 assists improved skating ability, Jiranek

Find Them
Every Thursday
In The Blade.
LIVING/Weekend. It's new for you in The Blade.
Find out what's happening in the Toledo area.
For home delivery,
call 245-6300.

is better able to use his teammates.
"Martin's play has developed
now that he is using the other four
players on the ice better," he
said.
Jiranek said that having left
wing Dan Bylsma on his line assists him in his scoring late last
year and early this year.
"Dan helps me out a lot when
he goes into the comers and gets
the puck for me," he said. "He

Briefly —

The men's tennis team faced gain some valuable experience of
stiff competition in the ITCA what top notch collegiate tennis is
Rolex Invitational Tournament about.
"We were disappointed in not
held at Notre Dame University
this weekend BG's competition advancing anyone past the first
included the likes of Big Ten round, but the exposure and exschools, Illinois, Northwestern, perience will only help the team
and Purdue, and Mid-American in the future," BG coach Gene Orlando said.
Conference foe Miami.
The closest match for BG, was
Although none of the Falcons
won a first-round match, they did the performance of freshman

Bowl 'N* GreeneryAll you Can Eat
11:30 - 2:00
4:00 - 7:00

MTHE BLADE

•
•
•
•

$3.99
$4.50

Soup 'n' Salad
Hot Entrees
Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream
Choice of Beverage

creates the space that allows me
to have room to score." After being drafted by the Washington
Capitals in the National Hockey
League's supplemental draft this
summer, Jiranek sees no rush in
becoming a professional.

season as a time for the BG
hockey team to prove the preseason prognisticators wrong.

Todd Koehler who lost a tight
three-set match to the NU's Eric
Blakeman 6-3,5-7,7-6.
Freshman Richard Watson was
defeated by Ill's Mark Krajewski
6-2,6-2.

championships at Purdue University Saturday.

"I just want the the team to
have a real strong season," he
said. "I want to prove that we're
a better team than people predic"I just want to improve as ted.
much as I can this season," he
said. "The NHL will still be there
"The whole team's goal is to
when I graduate."
make the NCAA tournament for
the fifth year in a row and to conInstead of focusing on his per- tinue to move up in the standsonal goals, Jiranek views this ings."

The men placed 12th out of 30
teams with a score of 391. Junior
Keith Madaras (32:14) led the
Falcons with a 26th-place finish.
The Boilermakers' Andy Ber- Senior John Wodarski placed 61st
linski downed sophomore Justin with a personal best time of 33:03.
Overholser6-4,6-4.
The women finished 11th out of
Senior Steve Mudre was 28 teams with a score of 275.
defeated by MU's John Baxter Senior Laura Schutles finished
32nd for the Brown and Orange
6-3,6-2.
with a personal best time of 18:44.
□ a D
The men's and women's cross Cheri Triner (18:46, 35th) and
country teams concluded its Tracy Gaerke (18:56, 49th)
seasons at the NCAA Region IV helped the strong Falcon finish.
■BK

,omance oLai
oLanauaae
Komance
Those interested in
French Culture

Located in the University Union

In

Celebration

of

THANKSGIVING

ord:

French House

Quantum 90 card accepted 4-7 only tor on campus students
Quantum 90 card accepted all day lor off campus students

has several places available
Spring Semester

Greenbriar Inc.
UJe will be leasing the following
locations for the Foil of 1991
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Join Food Operations for an
Autumn Harvest Feast
Harshman
Wednesday Nov. 14 4:30-6:30

nuv

East Merry Avenue Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Buff Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments
Columbia Court Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments

Coll or Stop in for o Complete
Listing of Available
Apartments & Houses

1-0717
224
E. Wooster St.

Hours:
M-F 9a.m.-5p.m.
Sat. 9a.rn.l-lp.ir

Call 2-7147 or 2-2322
Essayer, C'est L'Adopter!

|
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HOWARD'S club H
aaoMHmDo^^MiaiG

210 N. Main

•

352-5551

HOWARD'S club H
Proudly Presents:
LIVE FROM DETROIT

Rotna*|iCo
with Special Guest

Cold Shot & The Nu Tones
Thursday November 15
Show starts at 8:00 pm
$6.00 at the door
Call 352-9951 for details..
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Woods returns to site of injury Fiesta finally able
"I thought it was just a regular
CINCINNATI (AP) — The play is
called "18 Boss." Cincinnati hit and that he even came rack
Bengals fullback Ickey Woods into the game," Everett said. "I
takes the hand off and veers didn't know what happened until
right, hoping his line has opened a picking up the paper the next
hole big enough to get him in the day."
clear.
Woods tore ligaments in the left
knee and would require reconIt worked perfectly on Sept. 17, structive surgery that ended his
1989. Woods took the hand off season. Woods has played the last
from Boomer Esiason, smashed three games, and expects to be in
off right tackle and found an open the lineup when the Bengals play
lane to the outside. One person the Steelers on Sunday night at
stood in his way — Pittsburgh Riverfront Stadium.
Steelers free safety Thomas
Everett.
The play still mystifies those
involved in it and those who saw
Everett dove and hit Woods' it.
left leg, knocking him to the arti"It was a funny play because
ficial turf at Riverfront Stadium.
Woods felt something happen to most bad injuries come on a hit
his left knee on the play, but from an angle or a foot getting
didn't think it serious at first.
caught in the ground," Bengali
running backs coach Jim AnderNeither did Everett.
son said. "But (Everett) hit him

pretty much straight on. Clean hit ward to it, not just because I'm on
all the way."
the other team, but because we're
playing for first place."
Both players say they don't
think about the play anymore.
The Bengals are hoping that
Woods said there was nothing Woods' return to form will help
unusual about the way Evereft snap their offense out of its erramade it.
tic performances. The Bengals'
running game lost much ot its
"Oh yeah, a clean shot," Woods impact when Woods got hurt.
said. "But to tell you the truth, I
haven't even thought about it. I
Cincinnati will face a defense
can't afford to; I've got to play Sunday that's known for giving
football."
opponents trouble. Pittsburgh
has limited opposing quarterEverett said he'll say hello to backs to a 49.9 passing rating, the
Woods if he gets the chance Sun- lowest in the American Conferday, and wish him well the rest of ence.
the year.
"We're not so much coming
"From what I've seen on film together as we are finally underand from what I've heard, he standing the defense," Everett
looks like he's close to where he said. "It was complicated, but
was," Everett said. "He's run- now we know where we have to be
ning hard and catching the ball, on the calls instead of thinking
too. He's got to be looking for- about it."

Holtz wants Sugar Paddio leads Cavs
over Orange Bowl to rare road victory
by Thomas P. Wyman
AP sports writer

and the Orange bowls. That
would have been great for them."
Holtz's first Notre Dame postseason appearance was at the
1988 Cotton Bowl, where the Irish
lost to Texas A&M, 35-10. Notre
Dame won the 1989 Fiesta Bowl,
and a national championship,
with a 34-21 victory over West
Virginia. The Irish beat Colorado
in the 1990 Orange Bowl, 21-6, in a
failed bid to repeat as champions.

SOUTH BEND, Ind. - Notre
Dame coach Lou Holtz makes no
bones about it: He'd rather take
his team to the Sugar Bowl.
But Irish athletic director Dick
Rosenthal has been equally
clear: The top-ranked Irish (8-1)
will play No. 2 Colorado (9-1-1) in
the Orange Bowl in a rematch of
last season.
Holtz says he told his players
"Sure, I would have preferred
to take a football team to the Su- briefly about his feelings. "But
gar Bowl," Holtz said Tuesday. Notre Dame made the decision,
"I think that would have been in and I concur. We'll go." he said.
the best interest of our football "We're going to play the University of Colorado, an excellent
players."
"All we have said is, if the Or- football team."
"I don't look on it as a reange Bowl extends us a bid, in all
erobabilitv we will accept it," match," he said. "We have a
oltz said, slipping a bit off the different football team, they have
mark. "Or will accept it," he a different football team."
added, correcting to remove the
"When this season is all over
lingering doubt.
When bowl bids are formally I'll be happy to discuss what my
extended Nov. 24, the Sugar Bowl feelings were or what input I
is set to match No. 8 Virginia might have made as far as the
against the SEC champion, with final decision is concerned,"
No. 14 Tennessee and No. 15 Mis- Holtz said. "Right now I can't say
sissippi the favorites for the a whole lot, except Penn State."
berth.
For the moment, the Orange
Bowl appears to offer Notre
BUCKLE UP
Dame the best clear shot at a
national title. If both teams finish
the season without another loss,
the game would match the top
two teams. If either lost, it would
at least have a shot at knocking
off the No. 1 team.
"Why would I like to go to the
Sugar Bowl?" Holtz said, responding to an unasked question.
''Because then that would mean
MICKEY DOES
our seniors would have played in
the Fiesta, the Cotton, the Sugar

by Ed Shearer
AP sports writer

ATLANTA (AP) - Gerald
Paddio scored 22 points in leading
Cleveland to a 121-104 victory
over the Atlanta Hawks on Tuesday night snapped the Cavaliers'
11-game losing streak on the
Hawks' home court.
The Cavaliers, who blew an
18-point second-quarter lead,
broke a 75-75 tie on Paddio's tip-in
with 5:06 left in the third quarter
and never trailed again.
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Congratulations
Lisa
Schreiber
BG News
Salesperson of the Week
November 5-9, 1990

The Pheasant Room
offers a

• CALL FOR RESERVATIONS •
372-7947

Due to the
Thanksgiving Holiday,
Advertising Deadline for the
Tuesday, November 27th issue of

The BG News

12 -2 P.M.

is Tues., Nov. 20, 4p.m.
214 West Hall 372-2601

372-7949

Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted

Buckle Up

TACO^ELL|S]
"Make A Run For The Border"

NOW 3
VALUE MENUS

• Pinto* 'N Che*ae
• Cinnamon Twiiti
• Baan Burrito
• Toatada
• Soft Taco
• Taco

320 E. WOOSTER ST.

79

Soft Taco Suprame
Taco Suprama
Nachoa
Chilito
Maximelt

• Chickan Soft Taco
• Staak Soft Taco
• Combo Burrito

» Nachoa Supiwna

HHS: SUN.-TUES. 0a.m.-l:30a.m
WED. &THURS. 10a.m.-2:30a.m.
FBI. & SAT. 10a.m.-3:30a.m.

by Waller Berry
AP sports writer

TEMPE, Ariz. - The Fiesta Bowl will extend bids to Louisville and
the Southeastern Conference runner-up for its New Year's Day game,
and also have ceremonies honoring civil rights and Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr., bowl officials said Tuesday.
The bowl had to scramble for leftover teams when top-ranked Notre
Dame (8-1) turned it down to go to the Orange Bowl and No. 8 Virginia
(8-1) said no to the Fiesta on Sunday after Arizona voters refused to
enact a paid King holiday in last Tuesday's general election.
Virginia will wait for a Sugar Bowl bid against the SEC champion.
Four SEC teams are still in the title race — 14th-ranked Tennessee
(5-2-2), No. 15 Mississippi (8-1), No. 24 Auburn (6-2-1) and unranked
Alabama (5-4) — and it might not be settled until Dec. 1. None of those
four teams, nor 20th-ranked Louisville, has ever played in the Fiesta
before.
Louisville (9-1-1) appeared set to accept a bid to the Dec. 28 AllAmerican Bowl in Birmingham, Ala., but changed plans Monday.
"The Fiesta Bowl pays $2.5 million and you have to look at that,"
said Cardinals coach Howard Schnellenberger, noting that the AilAmerican Bowl pays about $1.9 million less. We want to go to a bowl
where we have the opportunity to play the best football team we can
play."
"We're going to have two outstanding football teams," said Fiesta
selection committee chairman Don Meyers. "On Nov. 24, at 6 o'clock,
it is our intention to extend an invitation to the Louisville Cardinals at
their school location. They will play the best available team from the
Southeastern Conference."
John Junker, the Fiesta's executive director, said the bowl also
plans to provide an additional $100,000 for a minority scholarship fund
or to endow a chair for minorities students at each competing university.
He said a pregame ceremony will honor the 200th anniversary of the
Bill of Rights and a halftime ceremony will honor King, but the Fiesta
Bowl was not pressured into doing it.
"These are our ideas," said Meyers, who helped found the bowl in
1971. "We regard this as a unique opportunity to be a very positive experience, an opportunity to stand up for civil rights."

ter, when the Cavs used a 104) run
to build a 38-24 lead. Price finished with 13 assists.
Cleveland stretched its lead to
60-42 with just over three minutes
remaining in the first half before
the Hawks rallied.
Dominique Wilkins scored nine
of his 27 points during a 26-8
Hawks surge that erased the
"We want to make a positive statement about what a football game
18-point deficit. Moses Malone and a community can be," Junker said. "The tradition of the Fiesta
converted a three-point play for a has always been to find solutions to problems. We want to heal our
68*8 tie three minutes into the community and move forward."
second half.
John Battle added 18 points for
the Hawks, including 14 in the
final quarter.

Larry Nance and Brad Daugherty each had 21 for Cleveland. ^— 1J61D
Nance added 14 rebounds.
1

THANKSGIVING BUFFET
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 18

to get teams to play
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Classifieds
FOLOEH SPEAKS ABOUT CHOICE;
ARC WE KILLING- A OENERATION?
Find Out November 14, 7:00pm
Assembly Room of McFall Center

CAMPUS t CITY EVENTS
• • • COLLEGE REPUBLICAN MEETING • • •
Wednesday. November 14. 7 30 pm.
101 Buelneee Adn-MnaMration BMg
Plara tor Vie remainder of the year
wlbedMcuaeed Suggeebons Welcome'

Typxg SI SOperpege 354 0371
Haloing MWi ttvougb SERVICE develocvng
youreeH M a LEADER and making Inanda
through FELLOWSHIP Vou can do el tha and
much more in CIRCLE K Jom ua tomgnt al
9 00 Alumni Room Union 3rd Floor

" Attention Sociology Student* *
The Student Sociology Aaecoaoon « sponsor
ng a Student Faculty Uiv PIMM accept our
Invitation 10 com* 10 ma second floor of WM
■am* Hal Between 2 30 » 4 30 pm today
Retreenments «i Da provided

Trev«4Unfcmit«d.lnc
Wei send you anywhere"

Tomorrow <s the last day
appfccetionB lor officer positions
w« be avertable Fuidetartson
the potVttons and selection procedure
are on the apptcanon
Pvck one up outside 310 BA

JOUR 300 APPLICATIONS
tor Spring'91
now available m
3l9WealHall
Completion ol JOUR'RTVF 103
1 2 7 GPA required

REACH OUT
A new aocial service organization dedicated to
providing reset to many <*sedvantaged mdrv»duass In Bowing Green and Northwest Ohio
Wednesdeys. 0 00 PM. 200 Mosley Hal Al
Metors Welcome

BAND - A RAMA
BGSU CONCERT 4 MARCHING BANDS
Sunday. Nov 18th 3 00 pm
Kobackar HalmMMAC
FrM to in* pubtc

• • MANOY ZELLER • •
On this day you'l turn 21
and to the bars we II go
and nave some lun'
Kety a Debbie hav« wished you well
and now they both can go to hal.
Have a Happy 21 st Birthday"
Love.
YourCC Buddies

ROPES COURSE IN MICHIGAN
Sunday November t Bth
$8 00 YMCA Members
S11 00 NonYMCA Members
Free Lunch plus car poofcng
For More mfo calRenee 354 8444

BGSU FALL W1N0 ENSEMBLE
FrfdeyNov letnBOOpm
Kooeeker Hal in MMAC
FrM to ma Pubac

WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS
W* meet m the lounge on the second
floor ol the Union at 7pm Questions?
Cal Amy at 354 8705

CALL NOW
for you
Senior picture appointment
It s onry S6 to get your picture
taken and get it in the yearbook
We're schedukng appointments now
so caH the KEY Otttee
at 372 8086

Did you know' America * pro-Ma Jesse
Helms, the nation's moat renown pro-He eenator won re-election in North Caroena.
DISCOVER EUROPE Earn 6 credit hours with
the live-week Summer Study Program In
France Class* are m English Or Cherts* R
Chime Director of the International Programe m
Business, wil talk in the mfo meeting on Wed
Nov 14 at 9 00 PM in BAA 1008

■1 SKMIA EP8H.0N
New Associate Meeting
Wed Nov 12-7 30ln110BA
•I StOMA EWILON

ASM MEETING
7 30pm Wednesday November 14
AIBAAnna< 1009
Evaryona Walcoma
H«v>e* of MIS lor (xospectiv© students

ATTN ELEMENTARY ED MAJORS
Come Gel the Scoop' on marketing yours**
and job placement m ONo snd out ol state'
Wednesday. Nov U « 7 30 pm m 305
Moeery. Speaker Pam Alen. Sponaorad by
EESAB
Attn: Secial Ed a Sooaiwork Maters
Speaker from STARR Common Wealth
Sunday. Nov 18.6:00
410 Ed A Door pruee & retreeh bySCEC

PERSONALS

PHI ETA StGMA REMINDER

-HOME WO CONCERTSATURDAY NOVEMBER 1 7
m Northaaat Commona. 7 30 pm
Local Muaic Bonanza
$3 edmteaion benefits
The Hometeee Awareneee Protect
ofNormwMtOnlo
• ROCK THE HOUSE ■

TOOK.

TYPING SERVICES
RaaaonabM Rales With Accuracy
Cal352 3987from8am WBpm

• DELTA ZETA • THETA CHI •
VOLLEYBALL KINGS AND OUEENS
Come vote lor your favorite
candidate at the Education Building
Wednesday and Thursday
10 am to 4 pm and Friday 10 am lo 2 pm

LOST & FOUND

- Delta Zeta ■ Theta Chi *

DRY DOCK PRESENTS
Dry Funny Night. One Fun Place
Sat Nov 1 7 Irom 9 1 am DRY DOCK
welcomes Hve comedians as we present
our Annual COMEDY NIGHT
Come laugh your troubles away or just spend a
lun(ny) night with your iremds Located In the
basement ol Harshman Quad And as usual
No cover * No ID'S * Free!

Creative Writing. BFA Reading by Ten H«. Shelley Parka and Robert Wagner Thursday Nov
1S 6 00 pm 7 15 pm Commuter center TV
Lounge Please Come
DBV DOCK PRESENTS
Dry Funny Night. One Fun Place
Sal Nov 1 7 from 0-tarn. DRY DOCK
welcomes kve comedians as we
preeant our Annual COMEDY NIGHT
Come laugh your troubles away or Just spend a
furvjny) night with your fremds Located In the
beaement of harshrnan Quad And as usual
NoCovsr * NofOa ' Free
Fernet* roommate needed 2 bdrm , washer
dryer, dishwasher, AC, micro $175>mo Plua
i 0* 364-4568

Lost CZ ring in Wooeter/ThursHn area (possibly m Founders) on the eve of 10/29 Sentimental value REWARD* It found, please cal
372 3332. Lon

SERVICES OFFERED

CLA-ZEL THEATRE
BOWLING GKI.I.N • 15HW.I

PEACE
Show your concern for the environment by
■ttending a lecture preaented by Greenpeace, and sponsored by UAO.
December 4.1990 " 7:30 pm ■ Ballroom

• HOCK THE HOUSE ■
HOME AID
Nov. 17 ■ Northeast Commons. 7 30 pm

Jennifer SwedlowCongratulations on being selected as SOLLD
Student Leader of the Month' You're awesomeM
SCEC Exec Board

= THEY RODE ON THE:
r WINGS OF VICTORY :

Nightly at ^
7:15
-9:15
I II I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I II III I I I I !
At the Glenbyne Cinemas
Toledo 382-5606
METROPOLITAN (PG-13)
DARK RAIN (R)
Call theatre lor showtimes
-l 1111

APni • LEIGH WALKER ■ A-Phi
Your III thinks you're Pta-nomanall
Love. Nefcer
ADOPTA-GRANDPARENT
VOLUNTEERS
Thanks for doing such a great rob Keep up the
good work"
ALPHA PHI • ALPHA PHI • ALPHA PHI
Laura Simms ' Laura Simms
My Big Is Awesome! Have a great week!
Love, Your Ul'
Are you Interested In a unique experience
■tudylng poverty In Washington, DC during
Spring Break?
You can earn 3 hours credit in Ethnic Studies!
For more information cal #362-7534

1111111111111111111-

HAPPY BIRTHDAY PI PHIS
Andrea Tatro Julie Hamilton
Dana Harenda Cindy Regard
Rita Schafer
INTRAMURAL WRESTLING OFFICIALS
NEEDED APPLY IN 108 REC CENTER BY
NOVEMBER 15. 1990 WRESTLING EXPERIENCE REQUIRED

Join
The Great American SmoKeout
November 1511 30-1:30
Union Foyer
Pick up your survival kit and help
Keep your lungs W'

Information meeting
Thursday 11 -16
7:00 PM French House
Mary Kay Holiday Open House
Saturday Nov 17th-2-5pm
CaH Pam 352-4915 for details

Sit-bock
Berries

Single Large Pizza

HARSHMAN

CHEESE & ONE ITEM
(Pan or Hand Tossed)

^

ATTACKS

tr^

ENJOY

353-0044

Your
On-Campus
Full Service
Restaurants
Mon. • Fri.
4:30-6:30
ALL QUANTUM 90 Meal
Plans
Accepted
byJonnBolssy

Fatman

•N A

i

¥n.
owers

MCD ONALD

Additional Items $1.00
No Coupon Necessary
Bowling Green Store Only
1045 N Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio

8

JLI-N-N

$5.55

•
•
•

RELAX

fir ar

MECH*MC*L.
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■ MAC
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MATCM •&« GOOD tbov'3
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Increase your marketability
by gaining vausbte
sales experience in college
THE BG NEWS
has an advertising
sales position open beginning
Spring Semester 1991
Open to al majors Commission paid
Must have own car
Job descriptions & applications
available at 214 West Hal

Child care In our home for 2 12 yr old Need
energetic loving indw. desirable weekly salary
for person w. good knowledge and/or experience in child development Cal 352-9488.
leave message
NANNIES • Take a year off and be a Nanny In
NJ, NY, CTf Earn up to $350'week. Travel.
Ssvs t, continue your education. Airfare
paid. HelpFlnders 800-762-1782.
No Telemarketing
District office of international firm has lull and
part-time openings $8 00 to start Can work
around school or work schedule AASP scholarship available Call now 382-1080.

17 cubic ft. white refrigerator
* good condition ' $175 00 *
353-1068
1980 Pmto $500 OBO very reliable

Cal

354 7697
1981 Chevy Monza $200 Call 372 7714

WANTED

2 beer signs Milter High Life - $25 & Genny
Cream - $20 al 354-7088

1 male non-smoking to sublease room at VMage
GreenApts $140rmo CaH Jim 353-8070

Apple IIGS computer system Including color
monitor. 1 5 25 and 1 3 5 disk drives. Apple
works software w/ user's guide and an Image
Writer II printer All for just $1250 Cal Dan at
372-2634 or 353-7133

1 male to sublease apt. for Spring '91
Close lo campus
CaH 354-7331
1 or 2 Male roommates to sublease lor Spring
1991 includes membership to heath club, spacious rooms and balcony Call 354-8687
1 to 3 male roommates needed for Spr semester Rent varying Cal 352-5915. Haven
House Manor Apts

Mens Schwinn Bike
Good for around campus'
Only $25 call 354 6872
PLANE TICKET
Need to get to Portlandor Seattle?
one-way from Toledo Dec 21
Can change date, must be female
maker Otter. Krisb 372-1978

ATTENTION 525 East Merry Apt for subfeas
mg of Spring 1991 lor 3 or 4 people Cal

FOR RENT

354-8363
Female rmte needed to sublease Village Green
Apt lor apring semester. Only $170/ month
plus electric Cal 354-8264
FEMALE roommate wanted for Spring Semester or Spring and Summer VERY CLOSE TO
CAMPUS! Call Laura at 354-7315 (Leave
Message)
Famass roommate needed IMMEDIATELY 2
bedroom apt close to campus. Onry Si45 a
month plus etectnc- NEGOTIABLE! One FREE
month rentllPleaae call Dawn al 288-2744 or
454-2711 leave message

Needed! One female to lease Village Green apt
(or Spring Semester Call 354-8699

Finish language requirement;
lOhrs credit

ADVERTISING SALES

FOR SALE

Water Polo Club
M.W' 8-10
Cooper Pool Rec Center
Everyone Welcome
No Experience Necessary
For Info Ceil 354-5693

LET'S DO FRANCE THIS SUMMER

SUBLEASE NEEDED.
Available at FOX RUN apartments for Spring
and/or Summer Call Karen 353-9211

GOOD MONDAY THRU THURSDAY

Tiffany Ann
Happy 20th Birthday
Love
The UT Football Players

Female Roommate needed to sublease apartment close to campus (or Spring '91 For more
information call Ba/b at 353-52 70

OSEA Meeting
Wed. Nov 14 at 9:00 pmln 115 Ed "Parental
Concerns In The Classroom"

®

Sun In Florida • Ski In Colorado
Your chance la NOW 11
National Student Exchange Info. Session
Wed. Nov. 14 - 3:48 • Alumni Room - Union
Spnsd. by Cooperative Ed. - 238 Ad. Bldg.

KKG * Lisa Corny • KKG
You've done a super job planning 'Pledges Putting on the Hits", the NMPC variety show lun
draiser' It'a going to be awesome'H
Love, your pledge class!!!

Mortar Board Says
Congrats to Jennifer Lavegla
on finishing the 26 mile Columbus Marathon

H mcirco's Pizza

Student Legal Services
Now accepting applications lor new
organizations • Cal 2-2951

GREENPEACE, GREENPEACE. QREEN-

Happy Birthday * Happy Birthday
Missy Pepiot Happy 21st B Day Can! wall to
celebrate' All the best, you're roomie

ALPHA PHI OMEGA PLEDGES
Thanks lor the enthusiasm Keep up the good
wort* We love you all (al 41 ol you'!) Welcome
to our family!'
Brotherly love always.
Zeta Kappa

SPRINGCRCAK SAILING BAHAMAS
48 ft Luxury Yachts
Groups Of 8 to 8
Seven Days Barefoot Sailing The Bahamas
$488 00 each Includes Private Cabin & Meals
SPRfNQBREAK HOTLINE
t 800-999-7246

GAY/LESBIAN INFORMATION LiNE
H you have questions about homosexuality or
the gay community in Northwest Ohio, can
352-LAGA (352-5242) from 7-10 pm Mondays. Wednesdays, and Fridays There is no
such thing as a stupid question

-HOME-AID CONCERT'
SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 17
7:30 pm In Northeaet Commons
HEAR: Great Local Bands
SEE: All your f r.lndt
SUPPORT. A great cause
S3 00 Admission
• All PROCEEDS GO TO THE HOMELESS ■
' AWARENESS PROJECT '
of Northwest Ohio
Sponsored by 88 I WBGU - FM and The
Homeleee Awareneas project

PREGNANT?
We can help FREE pregnancy testa & supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center Cal 354-HOPE

PI SIGMA EPSILON
New Associate Meeting
Wed Nov 12-7 30»i 110 BA
PI SIGMA EPSILON

Fraternity ft Sorority Pledge
Educators
Get psyched to en-oy a delicious brunch while
meeting other pledge educators at the Kappa
Jau Sun Nov 18. at noont Kappa Pledges are
psyched for Kappa Kidnap'

FOUND Lavaker Can 352 8445
FOUND: Young black tab puppy near S Enterprise and Palmer Cal to clam 352-7958 or
354 8079

PHI ETA SIGMA REMINDER
Tommorrow la the last day applications lor officer positions wfl be available Fun details on the
positions and selection procedure are on the
appicaiton Ptcfconeupouta*de310BA

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS
to students or student organizations
promoting our Spring Break Packages
Good Pay & Fun CallCMM 600-423 5284

Rmte. (or Spring. CW Sat Dish. Low Util ($15)
Hurry$675Sem Negot 354-838_5_
Roommate needed for large house across from
Kohl, no utilities, own room Free Waterbed
Tom 354-7385
Roommate needed (or Spring 91
Yes, you can have your own bedroom!
Cal Jim or Darin 353 LUSH
PS We party sometimes.
SPRING SEMESTER female roommate
needed! Closa to campusl S150fmo. Call
soon 3S2-25S5I

1 8 2 bedroom apts
Immediate Occupancy

352-7454 or 823-7655
9 8 12 month leases semester leases
1 and 2 Bdrm Apts Available (or
Immediate Occupancy
RE. MANAGEMENT
113 RAILROAD STREET
(Next to Kinko's)

352-9302
1 Female Roommate • Spring Semester to sublease house Cal 354-7172
1A: Wanted 1 male to sublease apt. for Spring
Sem Furn, cool rmtes. good times $125. mo
pluautil 6th 8 Elm Troy at 354-7478
Apartment (or rent. $235'month
Al Utilities paid
Csl 364-4999. leave message
Apartment (or Rent
Cal 473-2099. please leave message
Cheap Apartment Available for sublease Spnng
Semester Cal 354-8095 after 5:00
Female Roommate nasdad Spring '91
$160/mo. a No Utilities ■ 1 Bedroom lurnlshsd, eless to campus $62-2626
Female Roommate needed (or Spring Semester
1991 Close to campus Contact Terri or Katie
at 353-7607
For rent Own room/bathroom.
$150 a month. Very close to campus
Call Kevin 354-4796
Furn - Efflc - UW - Fum - Except Elec - E

Evers • 669-3036

URGENT
Female Roommate wanted to sublease at FOX
RUN (or Spring or Spring and Summer Rent
negotiable Call Wendy. Kristen, or Connie at
353-9399

Must sublease (or Spring 1991 One bedroom,
furnished apartment. Great location. Call
353-7530 Soon!

WANTED • Male/Female rmte. Second A Elm.
$i65/mo Call 352-4545 leave message

Need 2 people to sublease until the end of
May only $660/person. Close to campus. Oh
myl What a Bargain (or you! Call 354-8189

Wanted: Female roomie for Spring Semester.
Large apt , 2 full baths, dishwasher, Iota o(
storage. Fun atmosphere! Cal 352-4420

Needed - One female Roommate Jan 1. '91.
Two bedroom 153 mo Call Ka/en 354-7519
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY one roommate to W 2
bdrm. apartment furnished Roommate also
needed for Spring Semester Cal Steve or
Chris 354-7169

HELP WANTED
Addressers wanted immediately! No experience necessary Excellent pay! Work at home
Call toll dee 1-800-395-3263.

One female roommate needed Available Immediately Close to campus, reasonable, pay only
electric Call anytime 354-7687

Floor Walter. Door Checker Muat be availabl
Weekenda, Muat be 21 and dependable Apply
tfQjn>eraBfl3S Main

Roommate needed for Spring Semester,
apartment close to campus. Low cost, fuly furnished Cal 354-8778

Are you taking
advantage
of us?
We hope so!
We're here lo service the university community!
Bring us your graphic design and desktop
publishing projects, for quick, economic and
quality service.

□

°

UniGraphics
211 West HaU

372-7418

